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Abstract— Due to the variable spatiotemporal characteristics of this defect line scratch detection in
old films is a particularly challenging problem. Sensitivity to noise and texture, and false detections
due to thin vertical structures belonging to the scene are of the main problem. We propose a robust and
automatic algorithm for frame-by-frame line scratch detection in old films, a temporal algorithm for
the filtering of false detections as well as the technique for detecting scratch and removing the scratch
is done. For to avoid the false detection the advance technique is adopted. In the frame-by-frame
algorithm, we relax some of the hypotheses used in previous algorithms in order to detect a wider
variety of scratches. And in the frame-by-frame algorithm, we relax some of the hypotheses used in
previous algorithms in order to detect a wider variety of scratches.
Keywords— Film restoration, line scratches, line detection, false detection, Scratch Restoration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motion picture industry is 100 years old and chemical film (nowadays polyester, former triacetate
or nitrate) is still the main support for motion picture film, despite of fast-growing digital media. It is
a fact the film and dye coating for color are not stable over decades. In addition, some old films are
reassembled from fragments scattered over various libraries and archives. Only digital processing will
ensure the removal of the various artifacts due to age and a well balanced output to a film recorder.
The restoration of old films is a subject of primary interest due to the great quantities of old film
material present in film archives. Unfortunately, manual digital restoration is extremely timeconsuming and labour intensive. The automatic or semi-automatic tools designed for the detection and
restoration of defects are highly desirable. Some of the most common defects in films include dust/dirt,
blotches, flicker and line scratches [1]. Here, it considers the last defect, the line scratch, usually caused
by an abrasion to the physical film. The major artifacts damaging B&W films are :
Dust spots and thin hair: primarily caused by careless handling, poorly maintained equipment and
improper storage. Dust spots are randomly spread over each frame, and disturb the viewer when too
numerous.
Scratches and abrasions: non photographic blemishes on the film emulsion or base, due to film
slippage during fast start, stops and rewinding, therefore were scratching the film with accumulated
dirt particles. Because the scratch is spread over many frames, and appears at same location during
projection, this kind of film damage is readily seen by the viewer [6].
However, these characteristics are very variable, making line scratch detection and restoration a
particularly difficult challenge. For instance, in some cases, the scratch is semitransparent, so that some
of the original image information is still available, whereas in others all the information is removed.
Also, scratches are not necessarily completely straight and vertical, and their shape may in fact vary
from frame to frame. Finally, although scratches can often be static, they may also move with any type
of motion.
Our digital restoration is a three-stage process. Firstly, it proposes a pixel-precision line scratch
detection algorithm which is robust to the presence of noise and texture. The algorithm’s robustness is
due to the use of the a contrario methodology, previously used for gradient alignment detection in
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images. In particular, it proposes a modification to the methodology which makes the detection robust
to texture and clutter with characteristics that vary throughout the image. This drastically reduces the
number of false alarms. The spatial algorithm presents good recall (most of the scratches are detected),
with very few true scratches being rejected.
Secondly, it proposes a temporal filtering step to remove false detections left over from the spatial
detection. In contrast to most previous approaches, it rejects false detections, rather than validating
true scratches. This is done by using a motion coherence criterion: it consider that detections which
move in the same manner as the underlying scene are not true scratches. In particular, it avoids the
difficult task of tracking true scratches, whose temporal behaviour is difficult to determine. In order to
decide on the rejection of detection, it also estimates robust affine scene motion.
Thirdly, Line scratches removal algorithm is a two-stage interpolation technique. The low
frequencies of the deteriorated areas are first reconstructed using a simple polynomial interpolation.
Then, we deal with the higher frequencies using an appropriate model for such interpolation: Fourier
series. This interpolation turned out to be a powerful method leading to a nearby invisible restoration.

II.

Literature Review

The author explained that, It have presented a precise spatial line scratch detection algorithm and
a temporal filtering step which eliminates false alarms. The spatial algorithm uses an a contrario
validation step to determine if the detected segments are visually significant or not. The algorithm
provides a precise description of the detected scratches, which is not given by any other fully automatic
algorithm. Furthermore, it has similar performance to the state-of-the-art in simple cases, and
outperforms the latter considerably in more difficult situations. The temporal filtering step eliminates
false alarms which are caused by thin vertical structures belonging to the scene, by identifying scratch
detections which are coherent with the scene’s motion or which stop at a scene cut. Evaluations were
carried out without any sequence-dependant tuning, which illustrates the robustness of the algorithm
[1].
The author explained that, It have presented a precise spatial line scratch detection algorithm and
a temporal filtering step which eliminates false alarms. The spatial algorithm uses an a contrario
validation step to determine if the detected segments are visually significant or not. The algorithm
provides a precise description of the detected scratches, which is not given by any other fully automatic
algorithm. Furthermore, it has similar performance to the state-of-the-art in simple cases, and
outperforms the latter considerably in more difficult situations. The temporal filtering step eliminates
false alarms which are caused by thin vertical structures belonging to the scene, by identifying scratch
detections which are coherent with the scene’s motion or which stop at a scene cut. Evaluations were
carried out without any sequence-dependant tuning, which illustrates the robustness of the algorithms
[2].
The author explained that, It has discussed a variety of scratch restoration techniques For each
technique. From this analysis, have provided a detailed explanation of each technique a number of
shortcomings and limitations were highlighted of these techniques [3].
The author explained that, It has discussed an efficient detector of line scratches which are common
artifacts in motion picture films. This detector is based on morphological transformations and a
Kalman filter is involved to track the potential scratches over the frames. Thus, false line scratches are
rejected and only the damaged areas are post-processed by our reconstruction method. Our line
scratches removal algorithm is a two-stage interpolation technique. The low frequencies of the
deteriorated areas are first reconstructed using a simple polynomial interpolation. Then, we deal with
the higher frequencies using an appropriate model for such interpolation: Fourier series. This
interpolation turned out to be a powerful method leading to a nearby invisible restoration [6]. Line
scratches are common degradations in motion picture films. An efficient method for line scratches
detection strengthened by a Kalman filter. A new interpolation technique, dealing with both low and
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high frequencies around the line artifacts, is investigated to achieve a nearby in visible reconstruction
of damaged areas. Our line scratches detection and removal techniques have been validated on several
film sequences [6].

III.

Scratch Detection and Removal Process
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Fig 1: Block Diagram for Scratch Detection and Removal Process

Fig 1 shows a block diagram for scratch detection and removal process. In which we first were
taking input as a video. This is having a scratch and noise. And then we applied scratch detection
algorithm and temporal filtering algorithm for detection of scratch. After detecting scratch in image
line scratch removal algorithm is applied for removing the scratch. The detail of algorithms is
explain in design and implementation.

IV.

Design and Implementation

A. SPATIAL LINE SCRATCH DETECTION ALGORITHM
The algorithm consists of a pixel-by-pixel scratch detection step, followed by the grouping and
validation of these detections into visually significant scratch segments. Our grouping algorithm uses
the a contrario methodology, a generic and automatic approach to setting detection parameters.
Furthermore, we propose a modification of the classical methodology, relying on a local estimation of
background models, which allows for grouping under spatially varying conditions of noise and clutter.
This variant could potentially be used for other tasks.
1. PIXEL-WISE DETECTION CRITERIA
This criterion first identifies the potential scratch points by relying on a pixel-wise detection criterion.
Many other such criteria have been presented, and are based on operations such as morphological
filters or extrema detection in a 1D signal. And our criterion is a close variant of the classical test
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introduced by Kokaram, consisting of a threshold on the difference between the grey-scale image, and
a horizontally median filtered version of this image. This test basically detects outliers with respect to
a horizontal neighborhood. In addition, in the image is vertically sub sampled before the thresholding,
to highlight the scratches. Contrary to this original criterion, we do not take the central pixel into
account when determining the median value. We also use a 3 × 3Gaussian filter with a standard
deviation of one pixel to reduce the noise in the image, instead of vertical sub-sampling.
But it has a drawback of this criterion is its tendency to detect steep intensity fronts, rather than just
“peaks”. We avoid this by stipulating that the average grey-level values should be similar on either
side of the scratch.

Fig 2: Line scratch profile and pixel-wise detection criteria.

(a)
(b)
Fig 3: Binary detection image. White pixels are detected and black pixels are not. (a) Original frame. (b) Binary detection image.

The final pixel-wise detection criteria may be written in the following manner. Consider Ig(x,y) be
the Gaussian filtered grey level image. Also Im(x,y) denote the median value over a local horizontal
neighborhood of pixel (x, y), and Il (x,y) and Ir (x,y) be the left and right horizontal averages, as defined
below. The two Boolean criteria are:
C1 (x, y) ∶ |Ig (x, y) − Im (x, y)| ≥ Smed ,
C2 (x, y): |Il (x, y) − Ir (x, y)| ≤ Savg .
(1)
Where, Smed and Savg are grey-level thresholds. We can therefore define a binary image indicating
detections as
1 if C1 (x, y)and C2 (x, y)
IB (x, y) = {
(2)
0 otherwise
Fig. 2 shows an example of our two detection criteria. For the proposed criteria, we can set the width
of the median filter to 5 pixels, and the value of Smed to 3 grey levels. These values are the same as in
and also appeared to us to be good choices. The left and right averages are each taken above 3 pixels
on either side of the 5 central pixels, and Savg has been experimentally set to 20 grey levels. These
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parameters were used for all the examples in the experimental section. As may be seen in Fig. 2, such
a pixel-wise detection is bound to produce many false alarms, and also misses some scratch pixels.
But, in order to determine the significant scratch segments present in the pixel-wise scratch detections
a further grouping step is needed.
2. SCRATCH POINT GROUPING AND VALIDATION
An extremely robust approach is needed to group the pixels into segments. Because of false
detections due to noise and texture (see Fig. 3). One of the most well-known methods of detecting
prominent lines in binary images is the Hough transform, for the grouping of scratch detections. But
unfortunately, this approach contains thresholds which need to be tuned from sequence to sequence,
and does not offer a precise spatial localization of line segments. In order to group the pixel-wise
detections, we turn to a more sophisticated set of methods known as a contrario methods, used for
alignment detection. In a word, the a contrario methodology is a generic way to detect visual objects
in digital images. Detection thresholds are set in order to control the number of false detections in a
white noise image, or more generally under a background model. This model usually relies on an
independence assumption on the basic elements to be grouped for the detection. A group is validated
as soon as it is very unlikely that this group has been generated by the background model. That is,
groups are detected when they are very unlikely under the hypothesis that basic elements are
independent.

Fig. 4. Summary diagram of the proposed spatial detection algorithm.

B. TEMPORAL FILTERING ALGORITHM
Although the spatial line scratch detection algorithm detects line scratches with good spatial
precision and is robust to noise and texture, it does not deal with the problem of false alarms due to
thin vertical structures that are part of the captured scene. On a frame-by-frame basis, these closely
resemble line scratches. In some situations, it is practically impossible to differentiate the two without
prior knowledge concerning the scene structure. Unfortunately this sort of knowledge is difficult to
obtain and use. One other way to distinguish between true and false scratches is to use temporal
information contained in the image sequence. Since scratches are caused by physical damage to the
actual film, their motion is completely independent of that of the scene. Therefore, any detections
displaying motion which is coherent with the scene should correspond to false detections.
Consequently, we reject any scratch detection having a trajectory which conforms to the dominant
scene motion. We shall refer to this criterion as the motion coherence criterion. This criterion does not
deal with scratches which move with the scene, or are completely still in a static scene. However, such
situations are impossible to resolve without prior knowledge on the nature of scratches.
C. LINE SCRATCH REMOVAL
This stage is the post processing the detection field. To reconstruct we use an interpolation method
for corrupted pixels of the detected line scratches. Image interpolation procedures falls into three main
categories: contour-based, intensity-based and shape-based interpolations. In our case, we involve an
intensity-based interpolation. This technique takes the original pixel intensity value and generates new
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interpolated pixel intensity. The calculation of the interpolated value takes a limited number of data
points within a small neighborhood. Two kinds of neighborhood may then be used

Extracted from the current frame of a spatial neighborhood,

Extracted from the current image and the preceding and/or the following frames of the sequence
of a spatio-temporal neighborhood.
For old film restoration as computing power is an important factor, we use a spatial neighborhood
around the line scratches. Let us notice that line scratches width is limited to a few pixels, so, using
only the pixels surrounding these deteriorations in the current frame seems to be sufficient for efficient
interpolation.
1. IMAGE INTERPOLATION METHOD
The first step is to propose a mathematical model for the luminance variation to catch a local
interaction of some neighbor pixels in the design of an image interpolation algorithm. One can then
develop a method which fits this form to the observed image. The main interpolation models used in
signal and image processing are:

Polynomial models,

Stochastic models and

Fourier series
First the polynomial interpolation usually relies on splines or Bsplines representations which are the
basis for curve fitting. The only requirement of such methods is the order of the polynomial which best
fits the input signal. This is a good solution for the reconstruction of homogeneous regions. However,
it fails to reconstruct regions of high activity such as textured areas because it approximates only the
low frequencies of the input signal.
Stochastic models such as AutoRegressive (AR) models or Markov Random Field (MRF) models
are also widely used for spatial interpolation process. They allow a better interpolation than polynomial
models. Indeed, the high frequencies which are lost in polynomial interpolation may be recovered
using such stochastic interpolation procedure. However, they are difficult to implement.
Fourier series allow a simple representation of input signals either with low or/and high frequency
components. While polynomial and stochastic models require the knowledge of the model order, the
use of Fourier series only depends on the number of samples of the discrete signal.
2. A TWO-STAGES RESTORATION METHOD
We propose a two-stage restoration approach for to completely remove a line artifact, which first
reconstructs low frequency components and then deals with higher frequencies. Let us emphasize that
errors in the reconstruction of line scratches are more visible than in the case of blotches. Indeed, line
scratches usually persist across several frames. Therefore, reconstructed line areas have to be as close
as possible to the original patch.
2.1. LOW PASS IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
For old film restoration classical methods such as low-pass filters or median filters are not
appropriate tools because they worse high frequency components of the images. Low-pass image
reconstruction method is a polynomial interpolation based on a cubic polynomial which is the simplest
model to approximate low frequency components of an image.
2.2. HIGH PASS IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
High pass image reconstruction technique exists but most of them do not or just partially deal with
such type for image restoration techniques. Very few research works has been developed to this issue.
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And mostly they are based on video format. On Fourier series we propose a high-pass image
reconstruction technique. We extract the high frequencies from the area which has been used for the
reconstruction of low frequencies of the line artifact region. Because of oscillatory nature of Fourier
series are mostly likely to fit high frequencies of image. Then the reconstructed high frequencies
components of line artifact area are added to the previously computed low frequency signal to complete
our two-stage reconstruction process.

V.

Conclusion

Precise spatial lines scratch detection algorithm and a temporal filtering step which eliminates false
alarms. The spatial algorithm uses an a contrario validation step to determine if the detected segments
are visually significant or not. Our algorithm provides a precise description of the detected scratches,
which is not given by any other fully automatic algorithm. And our line scratches removal algorithm
is a two-stage interpolation technique. The low frequencies of the deteriorated areas are first
reconstructed using a simple polynomial interpolation. Then, we deal with the higher frequencies using
an appropriate model for interpolation.
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